From the Lemurian Science of Peace ~ On loss of power though guilt
The Power of Language
The combination of archetypes through the power of speech
Became distorted when pure expression ceased
The absence of frequencies created a need
For that which is artificial, the gap to heal
Thus the artificial emotions arose
And the heart of all beings began to close
Look now for the root of why pure expression declined
Guilt is the culprit, you will find
Authentic expression, in the absence of mind
Is the source of power that creates life more refined
But when guilt is present, you will find
An unwillingness to be powerful amongst humankind
Thus full expression is left behind.

The Origins of Guilt
The development of the illusion that external power sources exist
Came from our denying the power that is
It is from this, polarity arose
With guilt and fear of power, the doors of supply closed
Eliminate now the causes of guilt that arise
For it causes the war of the poles within life
Thus further guilt, that others wane while we thrive
Compounds the guilt, that power binds
Examine the causes of guilt you can find:
When others perished, you survived
When others did not have the resources to live, you thrived
The Original Ones grew at the expense of humankind
But this is not so – there is an immediate loss for the gain
This is instantly passed to the opposite pole again
With this knowledge, nothing can be taken
Guilt comes from perception that is mistaken
The many as the one creates the journey of life
But it has been fraught with pain and strife
Guilt arises when it seems we create imperfectly
This seems so because there are parts we do not see
The journey as an adventure, was meant to be
To this end, what is known must become a new discovery

There are parts we do not see deliberately
Through this, the perfection also we do not see
Guilt over choices we made that caused others pain;
Over chances lost that may not come again,
Need to be looked at in another light,
We are guided by the blind spots in our sight
The Dreamer dreams the dream – we cannot make a mistake
We are just permitted to participate
Yet, if we are bound by linear time,
Know that every decision of the moment changes past times
The flaws of the past, no longer are so
They are sublimated, by what in the moment we know
Further guilt from others’ expectations ensue
When what they expect, is not what we do
It is a service of the highest kind
When we break the boundaries of others’ paradigms
What they feel, is self-inflicted pain
It is their own expectations that are to blame
We feel guilt at losing our mastery
At not being able to live miraculously
But our power by guilt has been suppressed
Only when we know: No power source is needed – can mastery be expressed.
* * * * *
It is time to release the spirit program of guilt, and understand that everything transpires within the One Life
and along paths of Infinite Intent. Life and you are inseparable—if you choose a path from the small self,
life will feel like a struggle...that too is Infinite Intent as all paths lead to awakening. And if you do, your
blind spots will be utilized to serve the awakening of others. All is in perfection and you are not indebted to
anyone but yourself...all taking from others is self-pillaging...all untruths are self-defeating, as life matches
you completely in a manner that Infinite Intent is ever-present.
Yet, each moment holds the fullness of your awakening to wholeness. No being is denied the newness of
Infinite expression and the vitalizing power of the ever new moment. Guilt sustains you in the fantasy of
self-importance: that you can harm any part of creation and lead creation off its course of perfection.
* * * * *
Call on the help of Mishbech-brach-stanavik (one of the 20 god archetypes), and ask that his 'gate' open
within you the power to integrate opposites...and that he assist in dissolving guilt programs in you.

Mishbech-brach-stanavik is the archetype of integration of opposites, of effortless knowing and the
dissolving of the tools of mind. He reminds us of the ability to achieve genius by living in mindlessness. He
sees no guilt, because there are no choices other than how we respond to life.
He tells us that “the mind chooses through intelligence; the heart chooses through sentimental value –

both are based on judgment. This creates egocentricity as the little self tries to decide what should and
shouldn’t be. In a life surrendered to the orchestration of the Infinite One there is no personal
choice other than the excellence with which you perform the inevitable.” This archetype replaces
judgment with inspired excellence.

“Gates have a special function—they create an opening in the body through the protective shielding
that resulted from past trauma so that healing can take place.” (Almine)
Uses of the Gate and Wheel

•

Look at the gate of Mishbech-brach-stanavik, place your finger on it as you ask for support to
dissolve all programs of guilt and judgment, and to embody the power to meet the moment with
excellence. Sit with releasing all areas of guilt and judgment.

•

Next, visualize bringing the wheel in through the body, from below the feet to the Crown or
Lahun (just above the Crown, about 14 inches above head), and commit to ending all guilt here
and now.

•

You may add the above process with the meditation to release guilt, and also move the wheel
to transform guilt through trust.

Wheel of power of Mishbech-brach-stanavik

